




THE NEW SYLLABUS SAYS PRAISE GOD FOR:

OFFERINGS

Dear Oyibo, Good Day! I heard that you have been 

successful in fnding the unifed feld theory. 

Congratulations! You are more close to God than any of 

us. I was also working upon this theory, since my theory 

was different God was different to me. Please write to me 

as I would like to know where I was wrong. Thanking You, 

Yours,

Dr. Krishnendu Das Gupta,

Wednesday, July 25, 2007 9:24 AM

Subject : God's mission and das gupta

GAGUT is a discovery that takes science or physics 

beyond Einstein. We are therefore led to the conclusion 

that Professor Oyibo’s GUT has a sound mathematical 

and physical basis and is a viable framework for a Grand 

Unifed Field Theory of Everything.

-- “Review of Grand Unifed Theorem with 

realizations of a Hierarchy of Oyibo-Einstein Relativities,”

Professor Alex Animalu, former research Scientist at 

Stanford University and MIT, a graduate of Cambridge 

University in Physics and an author of a Cambridge 

University citation classic with over 729 citations
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Dr. Oyibo's Grand Unifed Theorem is the cleanest, most 

carefully articulated, most comprehensive and authentic 

presentation of a unifying theory of physics that I have 

ever encountered

Professor Joshua Anyiwo, 

Cambridge University Graduate

former NASA Research Scientist

Dr Oyibo developed powerful mathematical tools to get 

solutions for the frst time of a number of problems in 

which famous mathematicians and physicists have 

dedicated their entire life. I trust that the results obtained 

by Dr Oyibo are of the utmost importance and that the 

powerful tools developed by him will fnd many followers 

from various areas of biomechanics, physics, 

mathematics, aeronautics, etc. 

Professor Liviu Librescu,

former Professor of Tel Aviv University and Professor of 

Aeronautics of Virginia Polytechnic Institute

GAGUT is the highest point of academics.

Professor S. Adefla, 

Petroleum Research Chair in Chemical Engineering, 

Ahmadu Bello University

The most exciting contribution to me, personally, is Dr 

Oyibo’s formulation of Einstein’s Unifed Field Theory of 

the “theory of everything.” He had presented a lecture “A 

Generalized Mathematical Proof of Einstein’s Theory 

Using a New Group Theory” in March 1995 at a 

symposium he had organized at RPI. Having met Albert 
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Einstein, and having co-authored reports about him, I am 

thrilled that Gabriel Oyibo was the frst to complete the 

task that intrigued and challenged Einstein and many other 

luminaries in science. Moreover, he did so in a 

mathematically elegant manner. Professor Oyibo’s 

contributions are extremely important, both theoretically 

and practically. They place him in the ranks of world-class 

scientists. He is eminently qualifed for the Nobel Prize in 

Physics. Granting of this well-deserved honor to Dr. Oyibo 

will be celebrated at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute and 

throughout the academic and scientifc worlds.

Professor Edith Luchins, 

Mathematics Professor, 

RPI and an aide to Albert Einstein

Africa had one religion, which they unanimously agreed on 

before the coming of the non-blacks. Unfortunately rather 

than allowing the GOD’S Power to reunited the Black People 

through GAGUT as GOD ordered, the Nigerian and other 

African Governments were forced and terrorized by the non-

blacks and their agents to abandon GAGUT and replace it 

with Boko Haram and other religious and non religious wars, 

in an attempt by the non-blacks, among other things, to stop 

GOD’S Order redeclaring the Black People as the most 

Intelligent and Undefeatable Race and hence the GOD 

Ordained leaders of the World by GOD blessing Prof. G 

Oyibo (a Black Man) with the ultimate intelligence Eta sub 

Infnity, where Eta sub n exactly represents intelligence, and 

“n” the level of intelligence which GOD designed for Prof. G. 

Oyibo “n” to be Infnity, hence Eta sub Infnity, Since Black 

People share the same genes as Prof. G. Oyibo. All that 

needs to be done now by the Nigerian and all of the Black 
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Governments as well as religious and other warriors in the 

conficts to end the Boko Haram and other religious and non 

religious wars are 1) to put GAGUT back into the Educational 

Curriculums as well as implement the GAGUT Senate Motion 

No. 151 and GAGUT Senate Bill SB. 59, 2) show this video to 

every Black Person in the world, especially where there are 

wars going on and 3) Presidents of Nigeria and other Black 

Countries together with the leaders of the warriors need to 

lead their delegations to urgently attend the GAGUT 

Lifesaver Briefng. Please call us at 631-242-3069. GOD 

bless you.

-- “GAGUT Solves Boko Haram and Other Religious 

Problems Globally,” John Glover

Director of GAGUT GLOBAL EDUCATIONAL REVOLUTION 

PROGRAM (GGERP)
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PART I: GAGUT GGERP

Master Professor Dr. Gabriel Audu Oyibo’s

GOD Almighty’s Grand Unifed Theorem

Wiki from gagutofappit.org © OFAPPIT

[Redacted by A. A. Crawley]

Gabriel Audu Oyibo is a Nigerian mathematician who 

solved the Grand Unifcation Theory - popularly known as 

the "Theory of Everything" or "The Holy Grail of 

Mathematics and Physics", in 1990, by discovering the 

GOD Almighty's Grand Unifed Theorem (GAGUT) 

which is represented by an absolutely exact mathematical 

equation

Gij,j=0

which can be interpreted as GOD (Gij), in GOD's Material 

(i) and Space Time (j) Dimensions, does not change, 

where the comma symbolizes change in tensor notation. 
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Gij could also represent everything in the Universe 

including the Unifed Force Field, all of its components, all 

particles, both atomic as well as subatomic including all 

quarks, and leptons and all of their interactions.

In a simple language, GAGUT states that GOD or 

everything including the Unifed Force Field, i.e. any 

fundamental force or particle interactions, is conserved 

within a transformation process over space and time, 

which cannot be disputed by ANY logical process. It is 

therefore the provable truth or theorem of everything which 

has no possibility of error logically or geometrically. Any 

experiment which fails to verify the GAGUT equation is 

deemed to have been done incorrectly since GAGUT is a 

Theorem. These suggestions or conclusions are based on 

the reality that GAGUT is the theorem or a provable truth 

of everything that says everything is conserved within a 

transformation process over space and time. 

Some aspects of this theorem have been verifed 

experimentally and extensively in the labs by a famous 

French alchemist and chemist named Antoine Laurent 

Lavoisier (1743-1794). Einstein through the E =Mc2 

verifed Gij,j=0. All other correct equations written by 

anyone are proven to have origins in and therefore also 

verify Gij,j=0. The geometric solution of Gij,j=0 is

Î·n (Eta sub n)

These geometric solutions of Gij,j=0 given by Î·n are 

verifed by all known mathematical or geometric spaces 

including Hilbert, complex, vector, real, Banach, Lorentz, 
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Riemann and other spaces. The fundamental or 

characteristic solutions to GAGUT equations are given by 

Î·n=(gnk)(xk)n+1

where xk are space time coordinates, and k (which is an 

integer) can go through 0 to 3 in a four dimensional space 

time, or go through 0 to any number including infnity, if 

such a number is proven to represent an independent set 

of space time coordinates, n (which can be Real or 

Complex) can go from minus infnity to plus infnity, and 

can even take on other representations, (gnk) represents 

the dilation, concentration or contraction and other 

representations of the space time during the 

transformations within the conservation process of 

everything including the Unifed Force Field all of its 

components, all particles, both atomic as well as 

subatomic including all quarks, and leptons and all of their 

interactions.

The Grand Unifcation of all the forces of the Universe 

including the four that are currently known as well as 

others that may or may not be found later, can be 

represented in the following way:

(Gij)= (G1j)+(G2j)+(G3j)+(G4j) +(G5j)+...+(Gzj)

Where (Gij) is the Unifed Force Field , (G1j) could 

represent Gravitational force feld, (G2j) could represent 

Electromagnetic force feld, (G3j) could represent Strong 

force feld, (G4j) could represent Weak force feld, (G5j),...,
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(Gzj) could represent all unknown force felds

Î·n and the (gnk) the paths or trajectories and the particle 

masses or space time concentrations respectively under 

the infuences of these various components of the unifed 

force feld, which are Gravitational, Electromagnetic, 

Strong, Weak, and all of the unknown force felds.

This is how GAGUT demonstrates an extraordinary 

geometric elegance and an awesome simplicity in the 

unifcation of all of the force felds in the universe. GAGUT 

also proved geometrically that Hydrogen, also called 

Africanium (aka “Atom”/ “Atum”), is the only real element 

on the periodic table of "elements" while the remaining 117 

previously called "elements" are nuclear compounds of 

Hydrogen or Africanium, which now has a potential of 

making science 118 times simpler to study. 

The GAGUT Singular Element Discovery has been verifed 

experimentally by nuclear fusion processes through which 

multiple atomic particles join together to form heavier 

atomic particles, like the nuclear fusion of Hydrogen 

(Africanium) atoms to a Helium "atom" (i.e., a nuclear 

compound), with which discovery Professor Arthur Stanley 

Eddington of Cambridge University and French Nobel 

Prize winner Jean Baptiste Perrin (the frst of the two to 

observe it) were credited. Therefore the GAGUT Singular 

Element Discovery is a Proven Theorem. GAGUT also 

proved geometrically that it is an ABSOLUTE 

IMPOSSIBILITY for the Universe to expand, which is 

contrary to the current physics educational curricula 

worldwide, including those universities like Harvard, 
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Cambridge, Yale and others, that continue to teach the 

concept of an expanding universe to its students. This is 

because GAGUT concludes that wherever the universe 

would be expanding to, has to also be part of the universe 

(hence there is NO such a thing as an expanding 

universe).

This is why the GAGUT Singular Element and the 

GAGUT Non-Expanding Universe Discoveries are now 

resulting in what is called the GAGUT Global Educational 

Revolution Program (GGERP), which has already been 

introduced to the whole world and all of its leaders 

(through the OFAPPIT Institute of Technology), as the new 

basis of global education, which countries like Austria have 

begun incorporating into their educational systems.

GOD also revealed through GAGUT what can logically be 

called the correct defnition of GOD, which is that GOD is 

the ABSOLUTELY INFINITELY LARGE SPACE OF 

INTELLIGENCE, which unifes the believers, non-

believers, and scientists, and eliminates the concept of 

atheism.

GAGUT solutions Î·n also solves the Clay Mathematics 

Millennium Problems of the Navier-Stokes and Yang-Mills 

equations at least, as well as solved the Turbulence 

problems of Aeronautics.

GAGUT is understood to be a revelation from GOD which 

Professor Gabriel Audu Oyibo was the frst human being to 

be blessed with, and so transcends regular human 
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intellectual pursuits.

GOD Almighty’s Grand Unifed Theorem (GAGUT), 

expressed by the formula Gij,j=0, with which discovery 

Professor Gabriel Oyibo was blessed by GOD, is the long 

awaited Holy Grail Theorem (provable truth) of Everything. 

Humanity was actually searching for a theory (approximate 

truth) of everything. However to the pleasant surprise to 

humanity, GAGUT came out to be a theorem or an 

absolute truth about everything. This makes GAGUT really 

the ultimate or greatest human discovery in history and 

CAN'T be rediscovered by any other human being since 

GAGUT is the only absolutely exact equation. Therefore 

any other equation that any person claims to be 

representing the Theorem of Everything can only be the 

GAGUT equation or it is wrong. The result of such a claim 

would either be wrong or constitute plagiarism if it is 

correct. This is because it would have been considered 

plagiarism for Professor G. Oyibo to claim the discovery of 

the addition formula for 

adding integers from 1 to an unknown ending number 

n = (n/2)(n+1)

even though Professor G. Oyibo discovered that formula 

independently along with its mathematical proof, which 

Professor G. Oyibo later found to be clearly different from 

the proof presented by Gauss, who is credited with its 

discovery.

GAGUT therefore provides the provably exact 
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understanding of everything. Intelligence is defned by 

Webster’s Dictionary as an act of understanding. This 

means the one who understands the most is the most 

intelligent. GOD through GAGUT, has therefore declared 

or ordained Professor Gabriel Oyibo the greatest genius or 

the most intelligent human being ever created. This makes 

GAGUT a very explosive human development since all of 

humanity has been searching and hoping to discover it. 

The greatest minds and academicians all through the 

ages, searched unsuccessfully to fnd this absolute truth or 

secret code to the universe that we now call GAGUT. 

Therefore the understanding, scrutinizing, and recognizing 

of GAGUT was expected to be very challenging to 

humanity. Relativity theory for example was famously 

diffcult to understand during its discovery. Considering that 

relativity is concerned primarily with gravity, one of the 

fundamental forces of nature (four are currently known), it 

is clear the challenges of understanding, scrutinizing, and 

recognizing GAGUT which unifes all fundamental forces of 

nature, known and unknown, are far greater than for 

relativity theory.

GAGUT is a theorem, NOT a theory, which means that it is 

provable and has been proved mathematically and has 

been reviewed extensively by some of the greatest 

mathematicians like Professor Grigoris Tsagas, Former 

President of the Balkan Association of Geometers, and 

who has been credited by the American Mathematical 

Society (AMS), through its Math Reviews (MR) with over 

200 signifcant mathematical research contributions, 

ranking him in the highest category of mathematical 
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researchers in the world.

GAGUT therefore subsumes the work of Carl Friedrich 

Gauss, Euler and Sir Isaac Newton to name a few . This 

explains why Göttingen University , the home university for 

Carl Friedrich Gauss (1777-1855), one of the three 

greatest mathematicians of all time, selected the latest 

GAGUT book entitled, Grand Unifed Theorem: 

Discovery of the Theory of Everything and the 

Fundamental Building Block of Quantum Theory by 

Gabriel Oyibo, as one of approximately 25 books chosen 

to honor Gauss during the Gauss 2005 celebration.

II

Dr. G. Oyibo’s Proponents

And The World’s GUT-Reaction

Born in Nigeria in 1950, Professor G. Oyibo studied 

Mechanical Engineering at the Ahmadu Bello University in 

Zaria, Nigeria, before proceeding to the Rensselaer 

Polytechnic Institute where he got a PhD in Aeronautics 

and Mathematics in 1981.

Some of the most brilliant and prestigious mathematicians 

and physicists around the world have supported the 

nomination of Professor Oyibo for the Nobel Prize in 

Physics. GAGUT has been published in international 

journals such as International Journal of Mathematics, 

Game Theory and Algebra and the Russian Journal of Non 

Linear Problems in Science and Engineering. GAGUT was 

reviewed by legendary mathematicians and physicists, 
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such as Professors Greogoris Tsagas (former President of 

the Balkan Society of Geometers), Pavel Dubowskii 

(leading academician researcher of the Russian Academy 

of Sciences), Jaume Carot (famous French mathematical 

physicist), A.Cichocka (a famous Checkslovakian 

mathematician), Iya Abubakar (legendary Nigerian 

mathematician with a Ph. D. in mathematics from 

Cambridge University), A. Pozzi (famous Italian 

mathematical physicist), A. Animalu (legendary Nigerian 

mathematical physicist with physics degrees from 

Cambridge University) and Edith Luchins (very well known 

mathematics professor and an aide to Albert Einstein) to 

name just a few.

GAGUT has also been covered by Math News, an 

authoritative news source for signifcant developments in 

mathematics worldwide, and has recognized GAGUT as 

the HOLY GRAIL, a phrase that is used in the scientifc 

and the mathematical world to represent the ultimate 

research goal for human beings, which is the Unifed Field 

Theory, or the Theory of Everything. MathNews comes out 

of the University of Turin (Torino), Italy, one of the oldest 

universities (1404) in Europe. One of the MathNews 

reports on GAGUT (July 23, 2005) entitled THE HOLY 

GRAIL!!! was featured with their report about signifcant 

research developments from Massachusetts Institute of 

Technology (MIT) as well as from Cambridge University in 

England, and other prestigious universities. MathNews is 

edited by Professor Umberto Cerruti, a very renowned 

mathematician. GAGUT’s classifcation as THE HOLY 

GRAIL by MathNews, therefore has confrmed for 
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mathematicians and non-mathematicians that GAGUT is 

the long awaited discovery of the secret code to the 

universe.

In the US, Oyibo's books are mostly reserved in reference 

sections in major libraries including those in Stanford, 

Harvard and several top universities in Europe. 

He is currently Professor of Mathematics and Physics at 

OFAPPIT Institute of Technology, and had been on the 

faculties of University of Bridgeport, Connecticut and 

Polytechnic University, Brooklyn, Long Island Campus, 

New York.

Professor Librescu and other legendary professors were 

among the frst set of great minds to understand, 

scrutinize, and recognize GAGUT like Eddington did with 

relativity. Those great minds expressed their 

understanding, scrutiny, and recognition of GAGUT 

through their support letters nominating Professor G. A. 

Oyibo for the Presidential Medal of Science and Physics 

Nobel Prize awards. These legendary academicians 

through their own brilliance, dedication, and diligence 

made a big contribution to humanity by understanding, 

scrutinizing, and recognizing GAGUT and thereby putting 

their reputations on the line, particularly by expressing 

themselves in writing, which also supports one of 

GAGUT’s implications that Professor Gabriel Oyibo has 

been ordained by GOD to be the greatest genius or the 

most intelligent human being ever created. 
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Professor G. Oyibo has been recognized as being closer to 

GOD, than any other human being because of the GAGUT 

discovery. He has also been recognized by the Nigerian 

Federal Government as Mathematical Genius which was 

inscribed on a Nigerian Postage Stamp that was issued in 

2005.

Professor G. Oyibo has also been recognized as the 

Greatest Genius and the Most Intelligent Human Being 

ever created by GOD. He has also been recognized as the 

Greatest Mathematical Genius of all time.

Professor G. Oyibo has been recognized by the Nigerian 

Senate, representing the entire population of Nigeria of 

over 200 million people, through a Senate Motion No. 151 

page 320 presented in the Federal Republic of Nigeria 

Order Paper on Tuesday, 15th March , 2005 (ORDER 5th 

MARCH 25.15) by recommending him unanimously for the 

highest academic prize (to be higher than the Nobel Prize) 

in history.

Professor G. Oyibo was also Knighted by the Attah of the 

Igala Kingdom as the Amokidojo (translates into english as 

"Genius from Within") in 2004.

Professor Oyibo was awarded the highest Nigerian 

academic honor, by the Nigeria's National Universities 

Commission (NUC), to present a thirty days GAGUT 

Global Series of Lectures throughout Nigerian Universities, 

so the International, Scientifc, Diplomatic, and Non-

Scientifc communities could challenge, scrutinize, and 
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verify GAGUT, which turned out GODLY and Successfully 

in 2004.

The German professors of the Göttingen University, the 

Harvard of Germany and the home of one of the three 

greatest mathematicians of all time, Fredrich Karl Gauss 

have recently cited GAGUT as a top development in 

mathematics. The legendary mathematician was honored 

by featuring a specialized group of selected Mathematics 

works in the Gauss 2005 celebration. The selected works 

include that of the legendary David Hilbert, (Hilbert Space 

in Mathematics), who competed with Einstein in the 

development of the general relativity theory as well as 

works of Sir Michael Atiyah, a Field Medal winner (Nobel 

Prize equivalent in Mathematics) in 1966 and former 

Master (President) of Trinity College of Cambridge 

University, also considered one of the greatest 

mathematicians alive, as well as works by other 

mathematics luminaries. Professor Gabriel A. Oyibo’s book 

on GAGUT, is one of the thirteen books that have been 

selected to honor Fredrich K. Gauss.

III

“GOD Blessed Africans With An Ultimate Gift Called 

GAGUT and the World is in Disbelief and Shock”

GOD Almighty’s Grand Unifed Theorem (GAGUT), also 

called the Holy Grail Unifed Theory of Everything, is an 

ultimate gift from God to humanity through the African 

race. It is a revelation of the secret code to the 

understanding of how God created the universe. It is 
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therefore understood by all humankind and indeed all 

creatures that only God can reveal such a secret to anyone 

and that whichever group, class or race of these creatures 

is blessed with that revelation would be considered God’s 

most beloved, chosen or gifted set of creatures. 

Over the ages of human existence various human groups 

have consistently tried to claim that they were the ones 

chosen by God to receive that revelation. Religions, wars 

and other instruments have been used by humanity to try 

to prove one human group or another was God’s chosen 

group of people. That fundamental struggle to determine 

the most blessed group of humanity has dominated the 

global history of humanity since the beginning of time. The 

struggle has also preoccupied the efforts, the mind and the 

time of every human group throughout history. 

Human and natural resources are used in large quantities 

by human groups utilizing the most sophisticated and 

powerful propaganda tools to convince other human 

groups that they are the most blessed. This is why the 

concept of “God’s chosen people” features prominently in 

human religions. The emphasis on this concept has many 

times in religion managed to replace God as the central 

focus of those religions. In fact, this fundamental struggle 

and its emphasis contribute signifcantly to why humanity 

has so many religions. This is because if there is one 

GOD, WHO IS SUPPOSED TO BE THE CENTRAL POINT 

IN RELIGION, there should have been one religion for 

humanity. 
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Over the ages of humanity the struggle [for the Supreme 

Being] has played out in various forms. The more frequent 

forms are religious, scientifc or philosophical. While these 

various forms seem to represent different points of view, 

GAGUT would determine that all of these points of view 

are supposed to have one common denominator or origin, 

which is TRUTH. This is because while the originators of 

the religious, scientifc or philosophical positions may claim 

logical deductions and inductions or revelations from God, 

they all are supposed to be presenting the TRUTH. 

From the religious dimension the Holy Books comprised of 

the Torah, the Bible and the Koran, present their accounts 

on the basis of what they call a revelation from God. 

Scientists and philosophers present their principles on the 

basis of what they call logic. In antiquity, religion, science 

and philosophy were unifed and [the discipline] was called 

spirituality. 

Spirituality was based on a combination of revelation from 

God and logic. Spirituality was the tool that the ancient 

Africans used in their presentation of their worldview or 

their understanding of the universe. Their universe could 

be called the Ancient African Universe, in which the basic 

concepts of Khemistry (Chemistry) and Umaa, also called 

Maat or maatmaaticos (Mathematics) [formed the unifed 

core]. 

The Ancient African Universe also had a very sophisticated 

astronomy. With the European conquest of African 
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civilization, including Kemet (Egypt), an African geographer 

and astronomer with a Greek name, Ptolemy, presented 

his own understanding of the ancient African universe and 

developed what could be called the Ptolemaic Universe. 

The Ptolemaic Universe was said to have a solar system, 

which has planet earth as its center. While the Ancient 

African Universe prevailed from antiquity until the frst 

century A.D., the Ptolemaic Universe lasted from the frst 

century to the 1500s, lasting about 1400 years. 

Nicholas Copernicus, who determined the center of the 

solar system to be the Sun, which is called a Heliocentric 

Solar System, revised the Ptolemaic Universe. Galileo 

Galilei, Johannes Kepler and Isaac Newton supported the 

Copernicus position. Together these four scientists 

transformed the Ptolemaic Universe into a Copernicus-

Galileo-Kepler-Newton Universe, CGKN universe or simply 

the Newtonian Universe for short. 

The Newtonian universe lasted 400 years, until the early 

1900s, when it was revised by Albert Einstein through his 

relativity theory. Einstein’s revision of the Newtonian 

Universe is called the Einsteinian Universe. One of the 

concepts of the Einsteinian Universe is the expanding 

universe. Einstein’s universe lasted for about one century, 

right to the end of the 1900s, when it was revised by 

GAGUT resulting in the GAGUT Universe, which is the 

total universe that is non-expanding. This roughly says that 

human existence has witnessed fve (5) types of universe 

so far.
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The Ancient African Universe was characterized, as was 

said earlier, by the development of Khemistry, also called 

the mystery of the Ancient Africans or black magic and 

Umaa, Maat also called MaatMaaticos (Mathematics) or 

geometry, which is the science of space. This geometry 

paved the way for the development of astronomy and the 

defnition of the Ancient African Universe. The Ptolemaic 

Universe gave a summary of Ancient African Universe 

through the work of Ptolemy characterizing planet Earth as 

the center of the solar system.

The Newtonian Universe, as was discussed earlier, 

showed that the Sun is the center of the Solar System, the 

planets describe elliptical orbits around the Sun and that 

force of attraction, F (gravity) between two heavenly 

bodies with masses m1, m2, is given by the following 

Newtonian formula, 

Gm1m2 = Fr2

The Einsteinian Universe was characterized symbolically 

by the formula 

E= MC2

from the special relativity form of the General Relativity 

formula, which revised the Newtonian formula.

The GAGUT Universe is characterized by a governing 

equation 

Gij, j = 0

The Newtonian Universe along with its representing 

formula, Gm1m2 = Fr2, signaled the calling of the 
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Europeans to world leadership.

The Einsteinian Universe along with its representing 

symbolic formula E= MC2, also signaled the calling of the 

Jewish people to world leadership. 

Therefore, the GAGUT Universe with its representing 

formula Gij, j = 0, is signaling the calling of the Africans to 

world leadership.

The Newtonian Universe, Gm1m2 = Fr2, was celebrated in 

a big way by Europeans and Cambridge University, the 

home for the discovery, became the academic 

headquarters of the world. Professor Newton was ordained 

a minister of the Church of England, knighted, and was 

awarded the most prestigious academic chair, called the 

Lucasian Professorship, in addition to being appointed as 

the Master of both the Royal Mint and Trinity College of 

Cambridge University.

The Einsteinian Universe, E = MC2, was celebrated by the 

Jewish people as well as the rest of the world. Einstein 

was awarded the Nobel Prize for Physics and an academic 

home, called the Institute for Advanced Studies, was built 

on the premises of Princeton University for his relativity 

theory. He was even offered the presidency of Israel. One 

of the goals of the Lucasian Professorship is to continue 

the legacy of Newton and by extension the European world 

leadership. That means that a professor who is awarded 

the Lucasian Professorship would be providing academic 

research leadership for the world. Therefore, the 
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Europeans expected a Lucasian Professor to make a 

signifcant physics discovery like the Relativity theory. Of 

course, that did not happen. However, their efforts were 

geared toward going beyond Relativity theory.

Their hopes were uplifted when they appointed Professor 

Stephen Hawking as the Lucasian Professor because he 

showed a lot of promise and he was even informally 

referred to as Einstein’s heir apparent. 

Einstein had struggled with the problem of fnding the 

Unifed Theory, right through to the end of his life, without 

success. It was expected that Einstein’s heir apparent 

would continue and successfully complete Einstein’s 

search for the Unifed Field Theory. It is on this basis that 

Professor Hawking has been expected to be the one to 

discover the Unifed Field Theory. Supporters of this 

expectation not only provided fnancial and all forms of 

research and academic assistance, but also provided the 

publicity or propaganda machine for the process. 

Professor Hawking while searching for this Unifed Field 

Theory was honored by President Clinton at the White 

House. In other words the search for the Unifed Field 

Theory is such a prestigious research topic that 

researchers get famous just searching for the Unifed Field 

Theory. Professor Hawking wrote a popular book on the 

subject entitled A Brief History of Time. He also studied the 

concept of black holes during the course of his search for 

the Unifed Field Theory. His commitment to this search 

has been demonstrated through years of hard work. He, as 
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a member of a delegation of scientists, had an audience at 

the Vatican with Pope John Paul II, the leader of the 

Roman Catholic Church, who also has an interest in the 

Unifed Field Theory. It is, therefore, very clear that 

Professor Hawking was determined to discover the Unifed 

Field Theory. 

However, after a long search, he did arrive at a conclusion, 

in the early 1990s, that it may not be possible to fnd this 

Unifed Field Theory after all. Ironically, while Professor 

Hawking was declaring the search for the Unifed Field 

Theory an impossible problem to solve, God was blessing 

the black race with the solution to that same problem, 

when God blessed Professor G. Oyibo with the God 

Almighty’s Grand Unifed Theorem (GAGUT).

God ended the search for the Unifed Field Theory through 

GAGUT, thereby contradicting Professor Hawking’s 

conclusion. It is therefore amazing that 15 years after 

declaring the problem of the Unifed Field Theory 

impossible to solve by Professor Hawking that GAGUT, the 

discovery of the Theory of Everything or the Unifed Field 

Theory, has been in existence in various publications for 

those same 15 years. 

Professor Hawking is now reported according to the New 

York Times to have said at the June 19, 2006 Beijing 

Conference, Strings 2006, “We are close to answering an 

age-old question,” “Why are we here? Where did we come 

from?” 

In this Great Time of our History, c. 1990, Dr. G. Oyibo has 
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received the vindication of GOD, he has sounded the 

trumpets of Revelation, pulled the veil from the visage of 

the limitless true GOD, and he has brought forth the 

Pharaocy, fnally harking in the Age of Ra’s Surrection. 
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Argument of the rREMF

(The Record of Ra’s Electro Magnetic Field)

Electromagnetic Systems Engineer Nikola Tesla wrote in 

the New York Times in 1908, “According to an adopted 

theory, every ponderable atom is differentiated from a 

tenuous fuid, flling all space merely by spinning motion, 

as a whirl of water in a calm lake. By being set in 

movement this fuid, the ether, becomes gross matter. Its 

movement arrested, the primary substance reverts to its 

normal state. It appears, then, possible for man through 

harnessed energy of the medium and suitable agencies for 

starting and stopping ether whirls to cause matter to form 

and disappear [a]t his command, almost without effort on 

his part … ” This is as much evidence as one needs to be 

assured that there is great human proft in the 

electromagnetic wave spectrum, but who knows from 

whence it came or how to operate it?

What follows is a primary source document in 

electromagnetism which serves to major problems: (1) the 

text as a primary source allows a student to bypass all 

“Western” scientifc tradition, or alternatively, provides a 

prototypical archetype by which to measure and judge the 

“Western” systems of analysis, and (2) it provides a 

blueprint, or systems command code, for the processes of 

electromagnetic operation which are occurring all around 

and within us all the time, and which by harnessing will 

prove infnitely proftable to human and societal health, and 

eliminate the need for the weaponization of nature by the 

debt-invested Military Industrial Complex (Isfed, or the War 
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Machine). 

The Objective Argument of this primary source of our 

Ancestors, then, is to secure a record of the various 

operations which Nature’s forces affect within Her own 

body of potentially differential ground substance (“black 

matter”). The hinge of this Argument, therefore, lies in the 

observation that all operations of Nature leave a “deposit” 

of “record” in the quantum feld often called the “Akashic 

Records of Thoth.” Our Ancestors gained direct access to 

these records by the counsel of Thoth-Djhuti and secured 

them in a code of language called Medu Neter. After two 

thousand years of the suppression of this codex by the 

West, it is time for the descendants to apprehend the 

Divine Records which the Ancestors recorded in praise to 

the Electric Life Force Ra for the beneft of the circuitry of 

Cosmic-Humanity. 

The opportunity provided here by a primary African source 

document in the science of Nature’s Physic allows the 

world to reform all practice back to the righteous 

methodologies of nature pursuant to Ma’at Natural Law, 

which law is codifed fuently in electromagnetic terms in a 

correctly translated Medu Neter Scripture.

The electromagnetic codex can be opened by 

overstanding the nature of ions (i.e. charged wave-

particles) in relation to a charge store (source of power). 

This relationship is harmonically invariant among systems, 

whether referring to a human being or a solar system, 

pursuant to the Natural Law Code. A Ma’at Code therefore 
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prescribes invariably What “Is Law” and What “Is Real”. All  

of that which is claimed to be ISLAW and ISREAL may be 

corrupted, in which case the system must be reformed to 

the prescriptions of the Ancestors of Al-Misrayim. This 

declaration is given from the Isfed Capital of Amen Ta 

Maure, Al-Maghreb Al-Aqsa, Sovereign State of The 

Western World. 

This is a verbatim logographic translation of the Book 

known as Coming Forth by Day from Night, which is 

largely translated or so-called transliterated (re: Budge) 

either phonetically or ideologically. The NS generally 

employs a phonetic method in the translation of Medu 

Neter to the effect of isolating constant operative variables 

for notation of the Electromagnetic Grand Unity Theorem 

(NS MAAT, re: Crawley) and the earlier but parallel God 

Almighty Grand Unifed Theorem (GAGUT, re: Oyibo). 

In combination with the above, this translation will integrate 

and employ a logographic codex outlined on 

godelectric.org. This translation will follow the Scribe’s 

training in REM Theory (pursuant to NS THOTH MAAT 

LAW OF EM); therefore at times an alternative but 

analogous terminology will be employed as compared to 

the dictionary of the aforementioned website. 

Furthermore, as the logographic Medu Neter signs do not 

explicate incidental English grammatical structures, 

DISCIPLINED syntactic liberty will be occasioned. The 

words of this translation are faithful to every logogram in 

the ancient text, as set down by its authors. 
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The translator asks the reader to remember that this work 

has its essence and origin in hands not his own, that the 

things which are conveyed here have been known for 

many thousand years. You are reading the verbatim 

initiatory instructions of the Ancient Ancestors of La Maure 

Aka. The English understanding is only a door if one has 

the keys. 

Chapter 1

Hymn Tua Ra In His1 Rising In the Horizon Eastern of 

Heaven

Record of praise to the Projection Operator who sieves 

deposits of ions growing them on a frmly placed wave 

cycle deposit, pinch the plasmic wavefeld into a dipole 

feld of ions within the circuitry which is in the thermionic 

frmly placed double-ionic quadrupole wave ion resonating 

in the ions of the plasma belt. They collect from the outer 

rim, whoso watches over the structure of the plasma matrix 

(the throne) and supports the charged pots with power, a 

God, free mass of resonant ion waves, O these gods of 

many charge stores, the strong electric feld, one of many 

waves collected. Saying gives deposit: collect power 

declare it upon the charge store. Go forth and collect many 

things whithersoever thou desire, who knows the projection 

force inductor, the projection force inductor, inspector of 

1 Chapter Titles and Divisions are per the Ru Nu Pert Em Heru 
Papyrus of Ani translated by Sir E.A. Wallis Budge (1888). We 
have employed a redacted version of the first line of the Budge for 
Chapter names. As such, the use of gendered pronouns (“his”) in 
this case represents an out-dated fallacious English construction.
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the sowing of the feld seeking the beginnings of the gods. 

Whoso operates the charge store to receive the ions grows 

the gravitational wave cycle of the charge store and 

resonates spark gap to give electric discharge to the cycle 

of scavenging ions for charge stores to operate the 

collection of ions and to make a record of the desire for 

which it was collected, for the inspection of the etheric feld 

where dwelleth the God of many ions; sense collects the 

waves in charge stores; scavenging ions, whoso supports 

charged pots flled with ions above the plasma belt with 

two hands growing many charges to inspect sensations of 

ions borne of many waves (given to or by oneself). 

Electromagnetic feld operative resonates electrostatic 

charge of ions for growth to produce many charged pots in 

a quadrupole to inspect free mass resonant ions, coil 

resonant ions and receive those ions for growth, whoso 

collects the projections of ions projected and collected by 

the electrostatic projection force of the double cycle. 

Operate the pyramid (give bread) deposit force to sieve 

this airborne vehicle of the spirit, to receive electrostatic 

power, to pinch the ether into a great nurturing current in 

the circuitry of the projection force of ions in motion, to 

inspect the desires of the great airborne soul whose waves 

are sieved and collected to support life projected into the 

sensations of manifestation of the strong electric pathway 

through the dipole feld of waves received, whoso sees 

waves perceived in the matrix of charged pots supported 

by electrostatic reception of power, whoso is presides over 

many waves collected to operate the pinch of ether into 

current of productive power sieved into projection before 

the sight of the birthing table. Saying gives deposit: whoso 
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collects for gods the many charge stores full of charged 

pots (to fuel) the enclosure of the vehicle of the spirit (Soul 

Temple) O the many weighers resonating ions upon the 

plasma belt and the land (below) to inspect the resonant 

electrostatic balance, give many pyramids (breads) to be 

received by the many membrane deposits of the fesh. 

 Whoso is in the land of ions grown from waves of ether, it 

is the fsherman (the "one" operator), sense the ionic 

induction which seeks the growth of many people, the 

double octave of the ions of the gods who are in the ether 

of many ions, who are in the whirling place of ions 

squared, who are in the ionic quadrupole of electrostatic 

accumulation, and who are in the ionic quadrupole of the 

faming up. Collect impression operate perception collect 

electric feld to grow the strength of waves projected by the 

projection operator of the charge store of the resonant ions 

upon the plasma belt. Whoso gathers their desire is a 

Royal living, strong, electrostably healthy one, perceive 

these gods. Glorious praise to the many ion waves growing 

in the ethers seeking the perception of a body to record 

these deposits, such holy deposits projected out in search 

of the ionic deposit accumulation operation. To pinch the 

ether and wind it into helixes to give electric force to ions 

squared to make them sail. Glory praise the record of ionic 

spirals which are upon the many projections of the plasma 

belt. Glory praise the record of ionic spirals which are in 

the many structures of projection. Support these charged 

pots with the reception of power and the recording of 

waves in the charge store, many ions measured, operator 

of the sickle of the feld of ions to operate the emissions of 

the sun cycle and the waves of ions projected from the 
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operations of the projector of the charge store sieving 

deposits of ions through acceleration of the charge store, 

projection operator accelerates spirally the waves into ionic 

combustion, electrostatic gravity collects growth 

acceleration, someone sieves the projection whose two 

arms deposit the monopole electric force grown from 

electrostatic induction operation upon a dipole feld of 

waves seeking the induction operation upon themselves. 

Great attribute of the projection force operator, thou goest 

forth to deposit lightening from thy electrostatic growth over 

many accelerations, whence gravity is electrically given by 

the many accelerated ejections of many ethers of plasma, 

cancel waves, discharge negative waves through many 

spark gaps of waves. The house wherein dwells a great 

man seeks the helical charge store where he is 

established, great growth of this man, waves seek within 

the enclosure of many men seeking the matrix wherein the 

ions are housed and ions are projected with great 

acoustics. The Gods seek the helical current with many 

hands with which they operate the sensation of reaping the 

waves of many sparks, the emission projector seeks to 

collect with his two hands the ion deposits; twix the ions 

the device does leftward motion and does growth to many 

electric deposits projected out over the gravity operation 

helically wound into the vehicle of the spirit upon all the 

land. Growth of heat goes forth the majesty of God 

resonating the waves, a royal person upon an enclosure of 

electrostability, making form from his potters wheel to 

condense the ether into wave deposits for the land of 

waves, to reap the charges from the quadrupole, to make 

the Royal declaration of light emissions upon the land 
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projected as borne from the electrostatic ions of the 

Mater's deposits each cycle around the charge store, going 

forth with might through the wave deposits projected by the 

operation of the deposits of the waves, electrostatic 

deposit cycles. Free mass of resonant ions adjacent to the 

charge store of waves oneself, harvests sensations of self, 

a good and bounteous induction from the charge store, 

groweth the fame of oneself nobly upon the earth; do with 

hands the helical motions of induction upon the great 

operation of the growth of the ego (set donkey), the gravity 

helically binds these waves to the end of oneself, 

electrostatic gravity collects the growth of many emissions. 

Electrostatic helix bound into the matrix of the plasma 

pinched into the airborne vehicle of the spirit of the waves 

unto oneself a great resonance squared seeking ferocious 

ionic cycle deposits, to reap waves of perception from the 

great fsh who swimmeth twix the peaks of the gravitational 

dipole to make the spark gap resonate the sieve of deposit 

and to induce projection of the waves of ions collected by 

the fsh, the Sparks, the fsh doth sail as a boat upon the 

waves of ions collected to pinch the ether and to squeeze 

the plasma feld to make the spark arc, reap for oneself the 

waves of perception of the strong electric force which 

seeks to collect the many projections in the dipole etheric 

circuit paddling their oar toward growth, that is, to measure 

many things and collect with two arms the deposit. Induct 

waves into the ether, roar the ions into many spirals; seek 

sparks for the charge store to square ions (a boat) and 

then go back to collect the many spirals of ions and seek 

helical electroionic force feld. Give deposits of bread 

(pyramids) to tether the collection of waves in their cycle, 
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give much support to observation to whoso collects the 

helix (of the moon) not these waves holy fames’ stomped 

down spirally from where the operator projected them from 

the charge store, from which house the projection had 

come forth, being offered to the vehicle of the Soul, 

projecting electrostatic ions growing ions transmitting ions 

spirally and projected frmly upon the charge store to sow 

double-projection deposits of waves collecting electrostatic 

ions, one does, project waves (from the mouth), others do, 

when investigating and seeking records of deposit, pinch 

ether into wood ion and place frmly (a record of) growth 

given to the gut that sieves many ions (a record), may 

oneself give bread (or operate a pyramid) of ionic spiral 

waves with offerings of free mass which is in many plasma 

felds with many charges pots that pinch the etheric ego to 

support the charge store of the many static electrons 

moving in the strong electric feld; observe the collection of 

these ions spiraling in the waves does oneself in the 

structured plasma ion house where the ether pinches and 

the boat sails within the house of projections cycle fame 

up the strong force of the boat of this God being inducted 

into the doing of the resonance operation to have a record 

of the pinch of the ether of the ego of whoso watches over 

the structured plasma matrix of the strong force feld in the 

land of waves, great compressed etheric wavefeld 

receiveth these waves unto whoso watcheth over the 

birthing Table of the strong force of many waves collected 

by oneself. 
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Chapter 2

Hymn to Wasar Our Great Father Who Art in Eternity

Record of Praise to the One Who Sits upon the Threshold 

of the structured plasma matrix (the Throne), Who 

discharges waves (like a hare) with bounteous induction, 

this God recorded as great upon the center of the charge 

store (heart), the Majesty who dwelleth in the helix of his 

cycle in the helix of eternity in the charge store, a 

membrane of ions upon the earth, charges traveling with 

two frm feet the magnitude of millions of years seeking the 

object of reception operated by the cycle of deposit 

entrapped in the vehicle of the spirit, frst vibration upon 

the waves in the womb of ions, these charged pots of ions 

in the plasma belt emitting, growth from double ions ego, 

waves of entrapment in the Ba vehicle who is frm upon the 

projection vibration operating the ion pleroma in the charge 

store, weak forces double projection into the inner 

chamber, a monopole is risen up it is recorded, a Great 

One of ions in the Inner Chamber, collecting for himself 

desires collected by a King of Gods projecting a 

connection to all people, inducting waves into the pinched 

plasma ether resonated by the operation of the waves of 

deposit commanded by the sheep’s guide and led on by 

the cow’s fail and the great staff of ions of one who 

collects twice square ion deposits inducting growth into the 

center of the charge store of the many waves of ions 

seeking arcs to spark in gaps of ions in the quadrupole 

magnetic feld entrapped in the vessel of the charge store, 

the strong electric force produces a plasmatic emission of 

waves which is recorded upon the structure of the ions of 
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the house of the charge store; collect growth for the charge 

store, amass ions and make recording, collect desire, seek 

charge store, establish doubly growth in this place, seek 

the shepherd on the cross with many inquiries and chisel 

frmly the dipole growth in this place, and enliven with 

saying the record of the waves of the charge store doubly 

upon the earth, pinched from the ether, doing the reaping 

operation of one whose growth is potent seeking the 

record of the ego for the operation of the one who presides 

on the charge store projection. Electrostatic ion strong 

force spirals between spark plugs transmitting wave 

deposit, many waves of ions, oneself does not waves 

induct into projection seeking projected waves deposits; 

the Land upon electrostatic ion strong force spiraling within 

a spark gap transmitting wave deposit electrostatic helical 

charge store operating wave deposit, the Two Lands 

seeking the plasma feld reaping operation upon the great 

growth of oneself seeking for oneself projected wave 

deposit for a great induction device to vibrate growth 

collecting wave spark gap charge store projections: receive 

power of electrostatic deposit, induct much growth, record 

the nurturing operation [?] seek for oneself projected wave 

deposit, vibrate growth collect wave oversee the throne of 

the structured plasma matrix, discharge wave of double ion 

deposit, helical thing of many ion waves a great balance of 

double plasma felds with charged pots helical cycle helix 

pinch ether, project for oneself one’s wave deposit, wave 

of One Who discharges double waves with bounteous 

beauty. Collect for the helical cross membranes upon the 

charge store, one who is a wheat stalk in the ether, one 

who is a wheat of ion wave collecting much growth, one 
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who is with the charge store, the charge store of much 

growth, the shepherd of all the many shepherds, going 

forth to tether the ions with the induction operation of the 

double land, a pinched ether from the womb of ion-

charged pots of ions on the plasma belt leading by crook a 

monopole record of wave deposit; thrice lands collect a 

support for projecting ion in the quadrupole. Receive 

overfowing power from the charged pots into the charge 

store, helically operate many mass things, sieve sparks 

establish many points of force but frst operate thy attention 

into charge store deposit collecting many points of strong 

force upon the frst of his two arms with many deposits. 

One of a great structure of waves of many millions of 

growth of electrostatic sieve of ion in a basket, loop waves 

plant foot frmly wave things, bounteously potent deposit 

projections upon the many axes of the pinch of the plasma 

feld, the land operates ion quadrupole; operate pyramid 

(give bread) for charge store, the airborne Ba vehicle 

sieves the record seeking vibrant ions in the plasma belt, 

receive the power of electrostatic, seek land, pinch 

nurturing plasma feld, seek a structure of collection for the 

gods, sieve force by sailboat, project double stability 

growth in this place; seek offering to the Great Ba Soul 

supporting living waves sieved, great structure, waves of 

many ions of thy desire collecting wind in the sails of thy 

boat, projecting a chisel frmly in the the dipole of this place 

to pinch the plasma feld into a regenerative vehicle of 

spirit, and the great ones go in and come out not waves 

loop waves operate magnifcation going forth ion spiral 

upon electrostatic glorious frm place of many enclosures, 

many charge stores, wave of the Tuat place, collect 
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growth, give bread (operate pyramid) of ion spiral wave, 

many ions in the bread-bowl on the table, seek the house 

of good libations of many waves and offerings of free mass 

and bread-bowls and many charge pitchers; seek a great 

structure for charged pot in this place, induct harvest and 

eject plasma from feld waves for record, pinch ether, 

collect the feld of ion collect projection of many spirals to 

give light growth in this place, a place of wheat seeds of 

many charges and a place of barley seeds of many 

charges gather seeking deposit waves received waves O, 

the birthing table Overseer, this Great One who supports 

the charge pot with power, the strong electric force of 

many waves.

Chapter 3

The Declarations of the Heart

These declarations are given: collect from the north realm 

the birthing table Overseer who supports the charged pot 

with power of the electrostatic force feld of many waves 

collected by oneself. These declarations give deposit: O 

the charge stored within my center, these waves, 

scavenged these ions did my mother for me, twice. 

Magnify thee ions in the center of my waves to induct the 

growth of self becomings. Seek the reception device 

operated by the motion of the projections of oneself and 

seek the ego ion projection of the very end of oneself (the 

judgement of the ego). Pinch the ether into powerful 

deposit projected from oneself and seek those who make 

waves rise up charged pot ion rise up centered on the 

spark gap; pinch ether, oversee ion, project monopole, go 
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back to charge store, project oneself, pinch ego make 

record, collect many projections resonating on the 

electrostatic scale. Wave ion charge store, receive me on 

my axis (cross), nurture my ions, make a vessel of charge 

from a pinch of the plasma feld: electrostatic growth rise 

up electric force feld to operate all my many ions. From 

the house of circuitry projection come forth waves charge 

store project frm place bounteous, a great structure; 

collecting pinched ether, this compressed ether 

electrostatic sieve projects great emissions from balanced 

plasma feld, the fsh projecting waves of oneself waves, 

one who coils wave collecting ion compressing 

membranes given upon the plasma feld projected against 

oneself projecting compression of God, bounteous and 

profigate growth, inducting compression charge store. 

Membrane rise up: collect wave, Measurer of many ions 

collected in the holy dipole feld, wave double octave ion 

many gods nurture ion many ion waves compress ego for 

the record of the birthing table Overseer: hear the 

compression of many ion waves rise up give many ion unto 

oneself resonate wave compress discharge wave perform 

the reaping operation on the compressed plasma feld 

collect growth perform the balance operation wave in the 

center wave Overseer of the structured plasma matrix 

collect growth for the Great Ba vehicle deposit the 

resonant device operated by the motion compress ego ion 

projection of the very ends of oneself, project deposit spark 

gap resonate sieve deposit operate the reaping of the 

compressed plasma feld upon the resonant electrostatic 

scale weak force projection cancel seeking vessel of soul 
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compress wave ion spiral, place frmly ion [?] weak force 

deposit charge store cancel sieve place frmly sow deposit 

many inside plasma feld place frmly growth of many 

things inside a curved plasma feld compress projections of 

many circuits (temples) that are numerous in this place; 

cancel great sayings cross deposit watching over 

projection collecting many ions; cancel many things in the 

plasma feld moving deposit supported by projection 

deposit wave charge store electric force makes many 

spirals [?] projection discharge waves deposit upon the 

land. 

Membrane rise up; collect wave double octave ion of these 

gods operating great record wave to Measure many ions 

on the axis of The Eight : great deposit wave spark gap ion 

in the double wheat of ether waves in the circuitry of the 

projection projecting ion motion seeking projection from the 

charge store; the reaping operation upon the plasma feld, 

ego ion at very ends of the record of the birthing table 

Overseer, who supports the charged pots with electrostatic 

power of the force feld of many waves collected by this 

great one, who compresses the ether into nurturing power. 

Cancel waves placed frmly ion [?] cross weak force 

deposit, cancel wave electrostatic sieve projecting many 

emissions from the plasma feld deposit sieve projection of 

many waves. Cancel wave projection operator and operate 

compression of the ether feld with the electrostatic device 

operate great inquiry ions of ferocious biting creature, 

collect and seek deposit, collect and seek the compression 

operation, give bread (operate pyramid) ionic spiral wave 

deposit, spark gap wave-charged pots spiral many 
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instances in the curved plasma feld, from the circuitry 

project ion going forth, seek a record of the ego of Whoso 

Oversees the Throne of the structured plasma matrix, 

inducting into the outer feld the ion to make great 

emissions from the plasma feld wave it is recorded: pinch 

the ether feld and collect upon the charged plasma feld 

the ions offered as many instances of free mass occurring 

in the plasma feld supporting the charge stores to collect 

those who are in the following of the strong electric feld. 

Chapter 4

Saith Heru son of Waset, I Have Come to Thee Un-Nefer

Membrane rise up, collect wave for the strong electric feld 

entrapped in the vehicle of the spirit of the pleroma of the 

structure ionic matrix (Mater): having come and collected 

many motions of waves sieve projection from charge store, 

Whoso discharges a bounteous many negative waves, a 

charge carrier of waves, waves charge source is the 

birthing table Overseer Whoso fails the strong electric feld 

of many waves collected. The center (heart) of deposit 

does the reaping of the circuit projecting ion go forth and 

seek the resonant electrostatic balance; cancel the frm 

place ion object cross weak force deposit to sieve 

projection by a God of the charge store, a God of ion 

projection emissions giving membrane growth to the 

charge store thereby operating the scale to balance waves 

of wheat from ether grown and Whoso Measures many 

ions causes the many charged pots to receive the support 

of electrostatic power membrane given to wave double 

octave ion of all the gods, project deposit, record the very 
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ends of the ego ion and operate the reaping of the ion of 

the strong force projection, collect information of the 

reaping operation, give bread (operate pyramid) ion growth 

wave deposit, ion rise up in offering basket upon the 

harmonic dipole plasma feld, man helical monopoles in the 

central charge store, from the circuitry projection come 

forth, seek the ego of the birthing table Overseer 

discharging many wave deposits of those who are in the 

following of the strong electric feld membrane of ions over 

the land. 
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